
Congratulations on your purchase!

Grand & Johnson specialises in conceiving and creating 
exceptional items. Every day, they work on interior designs with 
passion and enthusiasm. With an eye for detail, the duo focuses 
on understated and modern interior design.

Product specifications

Material

 
                                       

Maintenance 
Eucalyptus with Wool rugs have some specific features. One 
of them is the different colour that it presents, especially 
when it is a plain rug. Along the surface of the rug, slight 
variations of colour occur (similar to what occurs with velvet), 
which gives a different effect which becomes more evident in 
lighter rugs. This does not constitute a defect; this is simply a 
characteristic of these cellulosic raw materials. 
During the first months it is normal that pilling may occur. 
This is not a manufacturing defect; it is another common 
characteristic of this type of fibers. The quantity of
pilling will start diminishing after some weeks of use and it 
does not affect in any aspect the rug’s resistance, aspect and 
quality. It is very important to vacuum the rugs often, in order 
to clean it and also to recover the pile, which might present 
some height differences due to high people traffic and wear. 
Naturally, lighter rugs need to be cleaned more than darker 
ones. Steam cleaning or any other methods which involve a 
substational increase of temperature are not recommended. 
Remove stains immediately and if problems with stains occur 
we advise to contact a professional carpet cleaner.

Colour
Because of the nature of the quality each rug has its unique 
colour. The colour may differ and depend on each dye bath. 
Always avoid direct sunlight. Longer periods of exposure to 
direct sunlight will damage the rug and lead to discolouring.

Dimension variations
Dimensions may vary up to 3%. Your rug may stretch
lightly. This is fully normal.

Fire Classification
Fire classification - EN 13501-1:2010-Cfl-s1.

Primary backing
100% Polyester

Secondary backing
100% Polyester

Pile weight
4

Total weight
4,5 - 5,5

Anti-slip
Anti-slip is available separately in two fixed dimensions,
as a roll for installation, or cut to size for this particular
carpet.

Extra information
Do not store this carpet in rolled-up form for longer than
3-4 weeks

Warranty
Please refer to our regular terms.

Tatami is a hand-tufted carpet,
available in Wool with Eucalyptus. When 
using natural materials, texture and co-
lour may vary slightly, this is perfectly 
normal.
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